Bug after updating form tikiwiki3.3 to 4.1

Status
Closed

Subject
Bug after updating form tikiwiki3.3 to 4.1

Version
4.x

Category
- Usability

Feature
- Category
- RSS
- Modules
- Date and Time
- Poll

Resolution status
Not enough information

Submitted by
gyanpathak

Lastmod by
Marc Laporte

Rating

Description
After updating tikiwiki3.3 to 4.1, the following fails to load:
/tiki-admin_categories.php
/tiki-admin_polls.php
/tiki-wiki_rss.php?ver=2

I checked memory and execution time therefore the problem due to this is ruled out. Problem must be somewhere which I could not figure out.

Time does not show correctly while date is perfect. It needs me to set time of publication of articles manually.

The module since your last visit does not work properly.

On my part I reinstalled it several times but errors persists.

Importance
6

Priority
30
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼

Ticket ID
2944

Created
Sunday 27 December, 2009 15:13:43 GMT-0000
by gyanpathak

LastModif
Friday 15 January, 2010 23:12:05 GMT-0000

Comments

Marc Laporte 15 Jan 10 23:11 GMT-0000
Check your error logs
Not enough information for me to do anything here...
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